
In April 1999, Driver from Newcastle based Reflections was released.  It was actually a game which Reflections MD, Martin Edmondson had 
wanted to do for some years, but after Destruction Derby, Reflections had contractual obligations to Sony to produce DD2.  With hindsight, 
Edmondson agrees that without DD1+2 they would have not been able to push the Playstation so hard and produce this game.  The DD2 lead 
programmer left to found ‘Pitbull’ however Will Musson stepped up to the lead programmer seat and he really proved himself a star. 
 
After much hype about the open, expansive real environ-
ments and amazing physics, thankfully this game proved to 
be everything promised and some more as well.  With thick 
traffic and amazingly convincing cities, the player controls 
70’s American cars with lumpy suspension.  Leaning round 
corners proved very satisfying.  The game was notorious for 
two very hard levels—the first one where players had to pass 
a test before being given access to the game and the final 
level which was much, much harder than any previous level.  
Despite this, it was enormously playable and pushed the en-
velope for the five year old Playstation.  Finishing the game 
did not end the fun however as the developers included 
some additional driving games.  'Survival’ was the name of 
one of then and it was enough to re-kindle the fire in any 
gamers heart - Survival was possibly the most fun that could 
be had with a game console at the time.  Survival was basi-
cally ’hell-bent’ cop cars trying to ram/trash you.  Set on a 
hard level, it was potentially a 5-20 second dash and made 
for enormous multiplayer fun. 

  “Driver is a real“Driver is a real   landmark          landmark         

               in four wheeled fun.”   in four wheeled fun.”  
  

The game included cars that damage, plenty of cardboard 
boxes, sparks, hub caps falling off, debris etc to smash up, 
all the sights and buildings you’d expect to see in Miami, New York, San Francisco 
and Los Angeles.  The car clearly has an accelerate button but in addition added a 
‘burnout’ where so much power would ensure the rear wheels are spinning and 
smoking—used to remarkable effect in the game in addition to a well implemented 
hand brake.  Five million sales says it all. 
 
The underwhelming sequel added new features the following year, but this slowed 
the game down and reduced the draw distance too much.  The third game Driv3r 
was much maligned for it’s game bugs and long delay (and stupid Leet name).  The 
fourth was a decent game but much the same style of play as the first game and of 
course by then, Grand Theft Auto had very much stolen the crim sim.  Still, the 
games went on to sell over 12 million copies between them and whilst the film 
rights were sold, it never saw the light of day.   In April 2006 the massively in-debt 
Atari sold the franchise to Ubisoft for €9M and the next outing is expected on mo-
bile platforms and PS3/Xbox360. 
 
But for all the sequels and the film promises, Driver will always be the remembered 
as the first driving game with big chunky physics and the survival mode.   

 
 

  

 

RRREPLAY EPLAY EPLAY    
Whilst this wasn’t the first game to offer a replay mecha-

nism—it was the first to allow you to edit, choose camera 

type/position and angles.  The choice of camera angles was 

first class and watching a manic replay evading coppers on 

‘survival’ generated some supreme gaming moments. 


